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ELEMENTS  OF  MAXIMAL  ORDER

IN   FINITE  /»-GROUPS

GUY  T.   HOGAN

Abstract. Let G be a finite /»-group such that every 3-generator

subgroup has class at most p. If K(G) denotes the subgroup of G

generated by the elements of maximal order in G, then K(G) has

index at most p in G.

G. Zappa proved [5] that if G is a finite/»-group of class at most/», then

HP(G) has index at most/» in G, unless HP{G)=\. Here//„(G) denotes the

subgroup of G generated by those elements of G having order different

from p. If we let K(G) be the subgroup of G generated by the elements of

maximal order in G, then, of course, K(G)^H1,(G), whenever H„(G)#l.

So we describe a construction which yields a family of examples, for each

odd prime p and arbitrary exponent greater than/»2, of finite /»-groups of

class/» with K{G)j^Hv(G). Thus, our result is a strengthening of Zappa's,

although the techniques are essentially the same. Recently, I. D. Mac-

donald [3], [4] extended Zappa's results in a different direction.

Our main goal is the proof of the following

Theorem. Let G be a finite p-group such that every 3-generator subgroup

has class at most p. Then [G:K(G)]^p.

The notation will be the same as in [1]. The computational aspect of the

proof will be facilitated greatly by the following lemma.

Lemma. Let G be a finite p-group of exponent pm+1, with the exponent

of G2 a divisor of />'". IfyeK(G), and xeG\K(G), then

y~pm =- [y, p^x]pm^   (mod Gs+1).

Proof. Since we argue modulo Gp+l, we may as well assume that

GP+1=1, that is, G has class at most /». From yeK(G), and xeG\K(G), it

follows that xyeG\K(G). By the Hall-Petrescu Identity [2, Chapter III,

Satz 9.4, Hilfsatz 9.5],
m m

mm m  -m—r       I   .    |

(1) xp y*   =(xyY   Uclk>
k=2
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where CkeGk, and CP=[y, P-yX]a JJ, Vl\ a= — \ (mod/?), and each Vt

has the form [y, x, z2, ■ • • , zp_2] with each z} equal to x or v, and at least

one equal to v. But/?™ divides (pk) if &</?, and, by assumption, c(G)^p

and exp(G2) divides/?"1. Thus, (1) reduces to

m m

(2) y"m = C{*»} = ( [y, „.^r IT Vf^v )

This may be further simplified if we observe that (p™)=/?m_1 (mod/?™), so

that we may replace (pp), in (2), by/?"1-1. Now let Wk be the product of all

the Vi'^s which have weight k in x, and weight /?—/c in y (k=\, 2, • • • ,

/?—2), and observe that (2) remains valid if we replace x by xr, l^r^p— 1.

We then get, for each of these r,

(3) /-[[)',m*tM

If we now multiply these/?— 1 quantities together, ignoring the ordering of

the factors since they all belong to Z(G), we get
.    m-l

î>-2

(4)        /"<-" = ([y, ̂xr w* n wjtt*}

or, on further reduction,

(4') y~*  =[y,,-i*r    **•*'    TT^    *«2Lir     TTH/?     2w?

*=i

But as -1 (mod/?), and 2£î 1^'= -1 (mod/?). Furthermore, 2*1} r'sO

(mod p), if 1 ̂ k^p — 2. Since the exponent of G2 divides /?"% we see that

the powers of Wk above are all equal to the identity, so that finally we have

y~"m=[y, v_yx]vml which proves the lemma.

We are now ready to prove the theorem.

Proof. Assume the theorem false and let G be a minimal counter-

example, so that [G:K(G)]7ip2. Then there exists a subgroup VçG, such

that K(G)cz K£G, and [V:K(G)]=p2. Clearly, then, K(V)=K(G), and V

satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. By minimality of the order of G,

this gives V=G, so K(G) has index /?2 in G. Pick elements a, b in G\K(G)

such that G=(a, b, K(G)) and let v be an element of order pm+1=exponent

of G. If U=(a, b,y), then exp(t/)=exp(G), so that K(U)^K(G). Hence,

K(U)ç Ur\K(G). Since G=UK(G), then if U were a proper subgroup of

G, we would have

2
/? ̂  [U:K(U)\ ^[U:U O tf(G)] = [£/K(G):â:(G)] = [G:K(G)]=p

Thus, G= U=(a, b, v), so that G is a 3-generator group, and G has class/?.

With a view toward applying the lemma, we now show that G2 has

exponent dividing/?"*. Let L=(a, d), where deG2. Then L2 is generated by
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[a, d] and all its conjugates in L, so that L2Ç^G3. Then /.3eG4, and,

continuing thus, we have LP^Gp+l=l. This means that L has class at

most /»—1. Hence, L is a regular /»-group, so that L=K(L). If d had

order pm+1, then L=K(L)^K(G). But this cannot occur since aeL\K(G).

Therefore, exp(G2)<exp(G).

Now suppose we could find xeG\K(G) such that xp<£K(G). Let xv=u.

By the lemma, we have

y-pm = [y, p-i"]3,M"1m= to p-»M' XT""

= Lv, „-2«> *F = i

since the commutators above belong to Z(G)OG2. But this contradicts

the fact that exp(G)=/»m+1. We may assume, therefore, that a and b are

so chosen that aK(G) and bK(G) are independent generators of G/K(G).

Then arbseK(G) iff r=j=0 (mod/»). So, by the lemma,

/*" = [y^-i^r"1

where we are taking r=\, 2, ■ ■ • ,/»—1. Expanding on the right, recalling

that G has class /», we get

lp-}       k\v

where Wk is the product of all commutators having the form

[y, zi, z2, • ■ ■ zP_x],

and each z3 = a or/5, with k of them equal to a, the remaining/»—k—\, of

course, equal to b. In particular, W0= [y,P-Xb] and Wp_1= [y,p^xa\.

Isolating these two factors, and using the congruence /•"~1=1 (mod/»), if

/•^O (mod/»), we get

m m-l m-l gJ m-l fc

¡fc=l

Now we multiply these equations together, for r=\, 2, • ■ ■ ,/»— 1 making

use of the relation 2r=í rk = 0 (mod/»), if 1 _&_/»—2, and the fact that

the exponent of Gp divides pm. This gives

m m-l m—1

J»'      =   W-» Wp-1      •

But, by the lemma, ypm= Wöpm~\ This forces WJÜi^l, so that, again,

by the lemma, ypm=\. This contradiction proves the theorem.

Example. We construct a family of examples, for each odd prime /»

and exponent /»r+1,r_2, of finite/»-groups, G, of class/», with [G:A'(G)]=/»,

and HP(G)=G.
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Let/? be any odd prime, and r>l be an integer. Let

A = (ay) x (a2) x • ■ • x (ap_y) x (b),

with \al\=pr+1, \ak\=pr, for \<k<p, and \b\=pr~l. Define an auto-

morphism, x, of A by

«* = "kak+1   for 1 <; k < p - 1,

<-i = ap_yay*b,

bx = &af.

Let G be the split extension of A by (x). For convenience, let ap=bayv.

Then G = (ay, x) is metabelian so the formulas of Lemma 3 in [1] may be

used to simplify some of the computations below.

[ay, kx] = [ak, x] = ak+1,        1 ^ k < p — 1,

[ijl5 „.jx] = [a^u x] = arpf> = aP,

[ay, px] = [ap, x] = [f?, x][al5 x]~v= a$a2v = 1.

Thus, G has class /?, and exp(G2)=/?r. For any ae,4,

r JL- ("" \        p~~1 (v\

[a, x- ] = TI [«, ,*r5   = IT [«> #*F '' - 1,
j=i j=i

and inspection of the corresponding equations for [a, xprl] shows that x

has order pT. Now A has exponent pr+1, and if \^k<pr, aeA, we find, by

Lemma 3 of [1],

(ax-kf = a"'    IT    [a, iXk, ja{i+i+l)x-kl'r
0<i-\-j < pr

which simplifies to
r

(ax-*)»' = </[«, p-xx]*"1^ = a"r[a, p_1x]*"V~1

since (*r)=/?r_1 (mod/?r), and exp(G2)=/?r. But the element above has

order at most/?, so that exp(G)=/?r+1. Taking a=ay, we see that (ayX~py'=

a\'jt\, so that ayX~veK(G). Since A^K(G), this gives x~veK(G). Hence,

^(^)Ç/a(G). The elements of G\A(xv) are all expressible in the form ax~k

for k^O (mod/?), so for these values of k we have ftp-1 = l (mod/?).

Writing a=XI¿'=i a¿- we have

(ax-ky = («íaí,r/~1 = beiv'~l = 1.

Hence, K(G)=A(x1'), and, of course, [G:Af(G)]=/?. Finally, xeHP(G),

and ayeHP(G), so H(G)=GP.
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